Fora *-endomorphism rj of an injective finite von Neumann algebra A , we investigate the relations among the entropy H(o) for a , the relative entropy H(A\a(A)) of a(A) for A , the generalized index k(A, cr(A)), and the index for subfactors. As an application, we have the following relations for the canonical shift T for the inclusion N c M of type II ( factors with the finite index [M : N],
Introduction
The notion of the entropy for *-automorphisms of finite von Neumann algebras is introduced by Connes and Stornier [3] . In the previous paper [2], we defined the entropy for *-endomorphisms of finite von Neumann algebras as an extended version of it. It is possible to define the entropy for a general completely positive linear map a using results in [4] by a similar method. However, the formula of the definition of the entropy for a implies that the entropy is apt to be zero if of converges to a when k tends to infinity. A conditional expectation is a typical example of such a map. For that reason, interesting completely positive maps a for us to discuss the entropy are those which have the property that ak goes away from a as k tends to infinity.
In this paper, we shall study such a class of *-endomorphisms of injective finite von Neumann algebras.
In §3, we introduce, for a "-endomorphism a of an injective finite von Neumann algebra A, the notion of an «-shift on the tower (Aj)j of finite dimensional von Neumann subalgebras of A which generates A and we obtain the formula of the entropy 77(rj) for an «-shift a .
In the work [9] on the classification for subfactors of the hyperfinite type IIxfactor, Ocneanu introduced a special kind of *-endomorphism which is called the canonical shift on the tower of relative commutants. The "-endomorphism T is a generalization of the comultiplication for Hopf algebras and is also considered the canonical shift on string algebras. The *-endomorphism Y has similar properties to the canonical endomorphism of an inclusion of infinite von Neumann algebras due to Longo [7, 8] .
The canonical shift Y naturally induces a 2-shift for the injective finite von Neumann algebra A generated by the tower (A¡)j of relative commutants and the entropy H(Y) is determined by the following 77(F) =hm^l.
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For a *-endomorphism a of a von Neumann algebra A , the entropy H (a) is a conjugacy invariant, that is, if there is an isomorphism 6 of A onto a von Neumann algebra B such that do = <j>6 for a "-endomorphism ip of B , then 77(d) = H(</>). On the other hand, two conjugate *-endomorphisms a and •p of A give two conjugate von Neumann subalgebras a(A) and <p(A) under automorphisms of A.
In [10] , Pimsner and Popa introduced two conjugacy invariants for von Neumann subalgebras. One is the relative entropy H(A\B) for a von Neumann subalgebra B of a finite von Neumann algebra A, which is defined as an extended version of one for finite dimensional algebras due to Connes-Stormer [3] . The other is the generalized index X(A, B), which plays a role like the index for subfactors due to Jones [6] . In fact in the case of factors B c A, k(A, B)~x is Jones index [A : B]. We shall investigate relations among these invariants.
In §4, we restrict our attention to finite dimensional von Neumann algebras. We need these results later. The Jones index for a subfactor A of a finite factor M is given as l/x(e) for the projection e of L2(M) onto L2(N) where x is the trace on the basic extension algebra of A c M. In the case of finite dimensional von Neumann algebras, we shall show that the generalized index A( , )_1 coincides with Jones index in such a sense.
In §5, we show that in general the following relation holds for an «-shift o, H(A\a(A)) < 277(a).
A condition under which the equality holds is also given. In §6, we obtain the relation between 77(a) and k(A, a (A)), the generalized index. We define a locally standard tower for a for an increasing sequence (Aj)j of finite dimensional von Neumann algebras. The tower (Afj of relative commutants for the inclusion of finite factors N c M satisfies this condition. If a *-endomorphism a of A is an «-shift on a locally standard tower for a which generates A, then we have the following: H(A\o(A)) < 277(a) < -loga < logl(A, o(A))~x .
In §7, we shall apply the above results to the canonical shift Y for the tower of relative commutants. Let A c M he type II x -factors with the finite index. Considering the tower (Mj)j of factors obtained by iterating Jones basic construction from A c M, we obtain the increasing sequence (Aj = M' n Mf)j of finite dimensional von Neumann algebras. The *-endomorpnisms Y is defined on the algebra (J ■ ¿j as a mapping such that Y(M'k n Mf) = M'k+2 n A/}+2 for all k < j. First, we remark that Y is extended to the trace preserving *-endomorphism of the finite von Neumann algebra A = (j.(Aj)".
The *-endomorphism Y has an ergodic property that f)Y*(A) = Cl, k License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use entropy for canonical shifts 829 and satisfies all the conditions of the definition for a 2-shift, except one. In order for T to satisfy all the conditions for a 2-shift, some additional requirement is needed, and in such a case the generalized index X(A, Y(A)) is determined by
For example, in the case where A' n M = Cl, Y is a 2-shift and the following relation holds
Furthermore, if the inclusion N c M has finite depth [9, 13] , then we have
In §8, we discuss conditions for a *-endomorphism a of a factor M to be extended to an automorphism 6 of a factor containing M so that 77(<r) = 77(0). If the inclusion A c M has finite depth, then Y is extended to an ergodic *-automorphism 8 which satisfies the following:
Preliminaries
In this section, we shall fix the notation and terminology used in this paper. Throughout this section M will be a finite von Neumann algebra with a fixed normal faithful trace x, x(l) = 1. We equip M with the structure of a preHilbert space by (x, y) = x(xy*). Let ||jc|| = x(x*x)x/2 and let L2(M, x) by the Hubert space completion of M. Then M acts on L2(M, x) be the left multiplication. The canonical conjugation on L2(M, x) is denoted by J = Jm ■ It is the conjugate unitary map induced by the involution * on M. For a von Neumann subalgebra A of M, let e^ he the orthogonal projection of L2(M, x) onto L2(N, x). Then the restriction Ex of e^ to M is the faithful normal conditional expectation of M onto A.
The letter n designates the function on [0, oo) defined by n(t) = -tlogt. For each k, we let S¿ be the set of all families (Jc,-1,,-2,...,/t),->€N of positive elements of M, zero except for a finite number of indices and satisfying ¿2 xiu...,ik = i.
i'i ,. .., ij ,..., ik For x £ Sic, j £ 1,2, ... , k and ij £ N, put The relative entropy H(M\N) for a von Neumann subalgebra A of M is defined [10] as an extension form of one [3] by We shall call an increasing sequence (Mj)j(zN of von Neumann algebras a standard tower (cf. [5, 9, 13] Let 7 be a finite factor containing M. We shall call 7 an algebraic basic construction for the factors A c M if there is a nonzero projection e £ M satisfying (i) exe = EN(x)e for x £ M, and (ii) 7 is generated by e and M as a von Neumann algebra. In this case, there is an isomorphism <jj of Mx onto 7 such that <i>(eN) = e and 4>(x) = x for all x £ M [11] .
We shall call such a projection e a basic projection for A c M and a decreasing sequence (A});e/v of finite factors a standard tunnel (cf. [5, 9, 13] ) if 7V)_i 2> A, D Nj+i is an algebraic basic construction for A, D A;+[ for each j-
Entropy of «-shift
In this section, we shall give the definition of «-shifts and a formula of the entropy for «-shifts. Let A be an injective finite von Neumann algebra with a fixed faithful normal trace x, with t(1) = 1 . Let (^y)7=i,2,... be an increasing sequence of finite dimensional von Neumann algebras such that A = the weak closure of (jjAj = {A¡ : j}". Assume that o is a r-preserving *-endomorphism of A . Then o is an ultra-weakly continuous, one-to-one mapping with rj(l) = 1. (1) For all j and m , the von Neumann algebra {Aj, a(Aj), ... , om(Af)}" generated by {ai(Af) ; j = 0, ... , m} is contained in AJ+nm .
(2) There exists a sequence (kj)j€Xs of integers with the properties ,. nkj-j . It is obvious that other conditions are satisfied by S" .
Example 2. Let (efj he the sequence of projections with the following properties for some natural number k and A e (0, |] U {\ cos2(n/n) ; « > 3}, (a) eie¡ex=kei if \i-j\ = k, (b) eiej = eiel if \i-j\¿k, (c) (ej)j generates the hyperfinite type Ilpfactor R, (d) x(we¡) = Xx(w) for the trace x of 7? and a reduced word w on {1, ex, ... , e,-X}.
Let Aj be the von Neumann algebra generated by {ex, ... , ef}. Then, by [6] , Aj is finite dimensional. Let o he the "-endomorphism of R such that a(ei) = eM [1] . Then an is an «-shift on the tower (Af)j of R for all «. In fact, for an « g A, let kj = [^] + 1 . Then (kf)¡ satisfies properties (2') in Example 1. The conditions (3) and (4) are satisfied by using results in [6 and 1].
In §7, we shall show that the canonical shift due to Ocneanu is a 2-shift on the tower of relative commutant algebras. Theorem 1. If a x-preserving *-endomorphism o of A satisfies the condition (1) and (2) Hence, by [2 and 3],
On the other hand, by the condition (2) of «-shift, {E(Aj, ak>(Af),..., o^~x^(Aj)) = H(Af .
Hence by [2 and 3] , for a fixed j , 
Finite dimensional algebras
In this section, M will be a finite dimensional von Neumann algebra and x a fixed faithful normal trace of M with t (1) Here we shall give a simple formula for X(M, N).
By the definition of the basic construction of A c M, there is a natural isomorphism between the centers of A and (M, e) via x -» Jx*J. Hence there is a natural identification between the sets of simple summands of A and (M,e). We put K = KN = K{M,e) ■
The following theorem assures that in the case of finite dimensional von Neumann algebras, the constant A(-) plays the same role as the index for finite factors.
Theorem 2. (1) Assume that there is a trace of (M, e) which is an extension of x. Then
(2) If the trace x of (M, e) has the x(e)-Markov property, then [6] , by the formula in [10] ,
we have dM(l) = Y,kaV'' k)dN(k). It follows that c7a/(/) > a(l, k) for all / and k. Hence^m
(2) Let A = x(e). Then by [6] , the following equivalent statements hold: In this case, there is a *-isomorphism of the basic construction Mx = JN'J onto 7. We shall call A c M c 7 a locally algebraic extension of N c M if there is a projection p e 7 n 7' which satisfies that the inclusion M c Lp is an algebraic basic construction N c M.
If L D M D N is a locally standard extension of the inclusion M D N, we can identity the set KN with a subset of KL via the equality Ne = e(Lp)e. Under this identification, we have the following:
Then by [10] , In this section, we shall investigate relations between the entropy 77(a) and the constant X(A, a (A)) for an «-shift a of the tower (A¡)j&N for a finite von Neumann algebra A with a fixed faithful normal trace x, x(l) = 1. Definition 3. We shall call an increasing sequence (Aj)j of finite dimensional von Neumann subalgebras of a finite von Neumann algebra A with a faithful normal trace x a locally standard tower for a if thee exists a natural number k which satisfies the following conditions:
(1) For a certain central projection Pku+i) of AkrJ+x-¡, the inclusion matrix [Ajk ^ Aku+X)pk(j+X)] is the transpose of [AkU-X) «-» Akj], for each ; .
(2) If (tk(j-i)(i))i is the trace vector for the restriction of x to ¿/t^-i), then the value of x of the minimal projections for Akrj+X)pk^j+X) are given by (atku_x)(i))i for each j.
(3) There is c > 0 such that H(A2kj) <c -jloga for each j . We call the number 2k a period of the locally standard tower.
As examples of locally standard towers, we have the following: (i) The tower (Aj)j in Example 1 is obviously a locally standard tower for l/m, because the inclusion matrices in each step are all same.
(ii) The standard tower is a locally standard tower for ||7'7||_1 , because the inclusion matrix in the jth step is the transpose of one in the (j -l)th step for all j [6] . Hence the tower (Afj is also locally standard if Aj+X is a locally algebraic basic extension of Aj_x c A¡.
(iii) The tower (Af)j in Example 2 is a locally standard tower for A, because the central support of e¡ in Aj satisfies the conditions (1) and (2) in Definition 3 and the condition (3) is proved by results in §4.2 and §5.1 in [6] .
We shall treat another locally standard tower in the next section.
Theorem 8. Let A be a finite von Neumann algebra with a fixed faithful normal trace x,x(l) = I. Let a be an n-shift on the locally standard tower (Aj)j for a with a period 2« , then H(A\a(A)) < 277(a) < -loga < logX(A, o(A))~x . Proof. Let dj and t¡ he the dimension vector of A¡ and the trace vector of the restriction of x to Aj, respectively. Let K¡ be the set of simple summands of Aj. By the commuting square condition (3) On the other hand, since (A¡)j is a locally standard tower with a period 2«, by the same proof as Proposition 3 we have X(Anj+n,Anj)-x>max lf^-= l-.
Hence, logX(A,o(A))~x = lim logX(Anj+n , Anj)~x > -loga.
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On the other hand, by the condition (3) of the locally standard tower (Af)j for a, we have that
Hence we have by Theorem 1, logX(A, o(A))~x > -loga > 2 lim ^H(A2nj) = 277(a).
j->oo 2]
Combining with Theorem 5, we have H(A\o(A)) < 277(a) < -loga < logX(A, o(A))~x. D
The above proof shows that under a good condition, a = X(A, a (A)). For example, if (Af)j is periodic in the sense of [17] , the equality holds. We shall show another example in §7.
The author would like to thank F. Hiai for pointing out a mistake in the proof of Theorem 8 in the preliminary version. 
Canonical shift
In [9] , Ocneanu defined a very nice *-endomorphism for the tower of the relative commutant algebras for the inclusion A c M of type IL-factors with the finite index.
First we shall recall the definition and main properties of the canonical shift on the tower of relative commutants [9] .
Let M be a finite factor with the canonical trace x and A a subfactor of M such that [M : N] < +00 . Then the basic extension Mi = (M, e) is a II r factor with the X = [M : A]_1-Markov trace [6] and there is a family {m,} c M which forms an "orthonormal basis" in M with respect to the A valued inner product Ex(xy*) (x, y e M), that is, each x e M is decomposed in the unique form as follows [9, 10]: x = ]P EN(xm*)mi. i
Iterating the basic construction from N c M, we have the standard tower M_! = NcM0 = McMx = (M0 ,eQ)cM2C---.
Here, e¡ is the projection of L2(Mj, xf) onto L2(Mj_x, T/_i) and t, is the A-Markov trace for M¡. Then from the family (e¡)¡ the projection e(n, k) is obtained and M"_k cMnc Mn+k = (Mn , e(n, k)) is an algebraic basic extension [9, 11] . Furthermore it is obtained in [9] Although, in the case discussed by Ocneanu, for all k, the mirroring yk is a trace preserving map thanks to the assumption A' n M = Cl, in general, the mirrorings are not always trace preserving. However, the canonical shift is always trace preserving.
Lemma 10. For every k, yk+x • yk is a x-preserving isomorphism of M' n M2k onto M'2 n M2k+2 ■ Furthermore, if EAfex) = X (for example N' n M = Cl), then y¡ is a trace preserving antiautomorphism of vl2j for all j.
Proof. By the definition, it is obvious that
In order to prove that x(yk+x • yk(x)) = x(x) for all x £ M' n M2k, it is sufficient to prove that x(yk+x(x)) = x(yk(x)), for all x e M' n A72fc . Because of [M : N] < oo, A7' n B(L2(Mk, x)) is a finite factor [6] . Let (w,), be an "orthonormal basis" in Mk+X with respect to the Mk -valued inner product EMk(xy*), for x, y e A/¿+1 . Every £ e L2(Mk+x, x) is written in the form Ç = £¿¿;,«j, (& e 72(A/fc, t)). We shall embed an x e B(L2(Mk, x)) into B(L2(Mk+x, x) by x£ = ¿~2¡ x(£,)m,. Then M'nB(L2 (Mk , x) ) is considered as a subfactor (with the canonical trace ip) of the finite factor M'r\B(L2(Mk+x, x)) with the canonical trace tp. Hence, for an x e M'nM2k c M'nB(L2 (Mk , x) ), we have x(7k(x)) = y/(x) = 4>(x) = x(yk+x(x)).
Assume that EAi(ex) = A = [M : N]~x . Then by [9 and 10] , this implies that X2j+2(X) = XM'r\B{L2(MJ+x,Tj+x)) (x) for all x e M' nM2j+2 , where t, (resp. xif) is the canonical trace of M¡ (resp. factor 7). Let x € M' n A/2j. Since M' n M2j c M' n M2>+2 ,
Thus the mirroring y,+i is a trace preserving antiautomorphism of A2j+2. D By Lemma 10, the canonical shift Y on the tower of the relative commutants (Aj)j of Af is extended to a r-preserving '-endomorphism of A . We call the *-endomorphism of A the canonical shift for the inclusion M D N and denote it by the same notation Y.
We will show the canonical shift Y is a 2-shift on the tower (A¡)¡ for A .
Lemma 11. Let L be a finite von Neumann algebra with a faithful normal trace
x, x( 1 ) = 1. If M is a subfactor of 7, then x(xy) = x(x)x(y) (x e M, y £ M' n 7). Proof . Let E he the conditional expectation of 7 onto M conditioned by x. Combining this with Lemma 11, we have that (k¡)¡ satisfies the condition (2) for 2-shifts. It is proved in [13] that Em'dMjEmí = EM'nMk, for k < i < j. This implies that Proof. The shift Y satisfies conditions (1) and (2) [5, 9, 13, 17] . On the other hand, [10, Theorem 4.4] assures that for all j,
by [10 and 11] , the condition ( Proof. By [6] , we consider all Mj as factors acting on L2(M, x). Let J be the canonical conjugation on L2(M, x), For each j, let Nj = JM'jJ. Then the mapping O defined by <P(x) = JxJ is a trace preserving anti-isomorphism [13] such that 9(A) = (IJ/Aj n Af))" and 9(B) = (IJ/Aj n A))" because £/vtim(£o) = [Af : A]-1. Although, the tunnel of subfactors is not uniquely determined, the pair of algebras of relative commutants is unique up to isomorphism [13] Remark 20. In Corollary 18, the shift Y is considered as an *-endomorphism of the algebra A generated by the tower (Aj)j of the relative commutants of Af. Since A c Af has the finite depth, the shift Y induces a trace preserving *-endomorphism of Af which sending Af to the subfactor P in such a way that P c A c Af is the algebraic basic extension forPcN.
Then the *-endomorphism of Af has the same property as Y.
In the rest of this section, we shall show that the canonical shift has an ergodic property, which is similar to the canonical endomorphism in [7] . Therefore the canonical shift is a shift in the sense due to Powers [14] . Proof. The von Neumann algebra A is contained in the type Hi-factor Af*, = (\Jj Mj))" with the canonical trace x which is the extension of x. Let take an x £f)xYk(A). For any e > 0, there exists an integer k such that ||x-x^.||2 < e for some xk £ Ak . Let E be the conditional expectation of Af^ onto Mk . (2) There exists a projection e e Af such that o(N) = {eJ'nJV and EN(e) = Al = [Af : A]"1.
(3) There exists a projection e £ M such that for all y £ N, eye = EaiN)(y)e, x(ey) = Xx(y), and M is generated by N and e as a von Neumann algebra. (4) There exists an automorphism 6 on M^ such that for all x e Af and all j, 6(x) = a(x) and 8(e,) e Mj. By [6] , EM(e0) = XI and A = {e0}' n Af. Hence (2) holds.
(2) => (3). The projection e in (2) satisfies that eye = Eai^N)(y)e for all y £ N and Af = {A, e}" by [11] . If y e A, then T(<?y) = x(Ea[N)(y)e) = x(Ea(N)(y)EN(e)) = Xx(y). Thus ox is extended to a '-isomorphism of Mx onto Af. By the definition, for all a £ M, a (a) = ax(l) = ox(a) = ox(l)o(a) and eax(l) = ox(ef) = ox(l)e, because ox is a '-isomorphism of Afi onto M. Since the factor Af is generated by N and e, the projection ox ( 1 ) = 1. Hence for all x £ M, ox(x) = ai(xl) = a(x).
(1) => (4). Let us consider the '-isomorphism ox of Afi onto Af such that ox(x) = a(x) for all x e Af. Then the projection en € Af] satisfies that ai(Af) = A = e'0 n Af and EM(ef) = XI. Hence the above discussion implies that there exists a '-isomorphism a2 of Af2 onto Afi suchthat a2(x) = ai(x) for x e Af i. Iterating this method, we have the sequence (o¡)¡ of *-isomorphisms of M¡ onto Af/_i such that a7(x) = cr/-i(x) for x e Afy_i.
For any y e IJ, Af,, let &(y) = Oj(y) if y £ Mj. Then 9 is extended to the (we denote it by the same notation O) mapping of M^ . The mapping 8 is an automorphism and 8'(x) = t(x) for x € M^ and 8(e7) = o(e¡) e A/).
